MORE TO EXPERIENCE.
MORE TO VALUE.

Recognized as the most distinguished T&D conference and exposition in the industry, the 2020 IEEE PES T&D Conference and Exposition will bring together over 800 exhibitors and 14,000 professionals from around the world to share the latest technologies and explore the next generation of energy challenges and solutions.

This MUST-ATTEND event will give your team access to an unprecedented combination of 100+ technical sessions featuring the hottest topics surrounding our industry. Experience the massive exhibition floor with the most innovative product demonstrations. Explore the all-new and highly anticipated Smart Cities Pavilion. Participate in a multitude of invaluable networking opportunities – all designed to provide educational resources for practical workplace applications while allowing your employees to make new connections like never before.

From renewable energies and storage to resiliency and cyber security, advanced grid controls, integrating DERs, smart cities and more, this is one show you simply cannot afford to miss.

THE SMART SHOW CHOICE
Whether it’s 1 or 100+ employees attending, T&D is the best show value in the industry. Join top utilities in making plans now to be in Chicago for a four-day immersion like no other.

3-DAY EXHIBITS PLUS : $220
For less than $75 a day, a 3-day "Exhibits Plus" registration provides access to 800+ exhibiting companies, Super Sessions, exhibit hall luncheon and networking events.

FULL CONFERENCE : $500 (PES ADVANCE MEMBERSHIP)
Maximize your investment with a “Full Conference” registration which includes:

- 3-day exhibit hall entry and events
- 3 Super Sessions selected by attendees as topics that are on everyone's mind
- 100+ in-depth Technical Sessions from referred paper submissions covering timely and current topics
- Opening Session with special keynote speaker
- Opportunities for Professional Development Hours and Continuing Education Units
- Opening Reception and exhibit hall events
- Technical Tours and Tutorials (for a nominal additional fee)

NEW UTILITIES PRICING PACKAGE : 10 EMPLOYEES / $1,000
Now available to our valued utility companies is a special group pricing package which includes ten Full Conference registrations for only $1,000. Email TDgeneral@ieee.org for details on how to take advantage of this offer.

*Don’t forget to check your education and travel budgets!
I would like to experience the 2020 IEEE PES T&D Conference and Exposition because it will:

Highlight future technologies in the utility industry such as system resiliency, cyber and physical security, energy storage systems, smart grid technologies and many more. A greater understanding and knowledge of these new advancements will contribute to both my professional development and our company.

Bring together some of the world’s largest technology, solutions and product manufacturers in the power industry with opportunities for face-to-face discussion with industry experts and leaders on topics relevant and important to our local industry.

Feature in-depth Super Sessions and Tutorials on related topics specific to the transmission and distribution industry.

Offer Professional Development Hours (Technical Sessions) and Continuing Education Units (Tutorials); attending these sessions will allow me to receive the formal credit needed to maintain my professional licensure.

Offer the opportunity to participate in a variety of hands-on informative Technical Tours and demonstrations.

Provide an immersive program for engaging with others on topics and challenges key to our industry’s future success, such as power system analytics and software tools, distribution automation, energy and the environment, and renewable and alternative energies.

Action item upon my return:
I will seek opportunities to share information and insights gathered during the conference, which will add value to others on my team.
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LEARN MORE AT POWERFORWARDCHICAGO.ORG